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EXECUTIVE 
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EFFECTIVENESS
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CEO SUCCESSION 

PLANNING

COMPENSATION 

SURVEYS

GGA is a human capital consulting firm providing 

executive compensation and governance advisory 

services to boards of directors and senior management.
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• Questionnaire development

• One on one interviews

• Peer evaluation

• Board skills assessment

• Board diversity
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Board Effectiveness
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• Board education

• Board governance practice review

• Board and Committee charter development

• Policy development

• Stakeholder engagement

• Employment Agreement reviews
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Corporate Governance
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• Strategy articulation

• Emergency succession

• CEO Profile development

• Internal candidate identification, assessment and 
development

• Competitive pay analysis 

• Board support during retained search process
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CEO Succession Planning
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• Compensation Philosophy and Strategy Development

• Compensation Reviews

• Performance Management

• Incentive Design and Stress Testing

• Pay-for-Performance Analysis

• Risk Audits

• Equity Plan Assessments
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Executive Compensation
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“I have served on the OMERS Board for almost seventeen years 
and have dealt directly and indirectly with almost all HCM 
consulting firms and I can say, with conviction, that none 

compare to Global Governance Advisors.”  

- Rick Miller, Former Board Chair at OMERS
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GGA’s custom surveys provide a snapshot of compensation 

practices. Our surveys are a resource for benchmarking 

Executive and Board compensation practices with the most 

recent and relevant peer group comparators. 

• Current and past surveys include industries such as: 

Pension Funds, Capital Markets, Engineering, Health Care, 

Cannabis and Mining.

• GGA has significant industry knowledge through the 

surveys it conducts on an annual basis as well as custom 

compensation surveys on behalf of clients.

Compensation Surveys
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The NCPERS Accredited Fiduciary Program

GGA has partnered with the National Conference on Public Employee 

Retirement Systems (NCPERS) to develop an accredited program tailored for 

public pension trustees. 

This program covers best practices and strategies for governing public funds in 

an ever-changing environment and is delivered by experts in the fields of 

compensation, governance, legal, investment management and accounting. 

Topics covered in the program include:

1. Governance and the Board’s Role

2. Investment, Finance and Accounting

3. Legal, Risk Management and Communications

4. Human Capital

The program is currently offered semi-annually and is currently working on the 

delivery of customized committee and state-specific programs.

GGA Delivers Compensation & Corporate Governance Certification Programs

Partnerships with Leading HR Organizations

GGA has partnered with the Human Resources Professional Association 

(HRPA), Chartered Professionals in Human Resources of Alberta (CPHR 

Alberta), Calgary Total Rewards Network (CTRN) and Chartered 

Professionals in Human Resources of British Columbia and Yukon (CPHR 

BC & Yukon) to develop specialized certificate programs that equip senior 

management, executives and board members with information, best 

practices and strategies for compensation and corporate governance.

GGA has created similar programs for the Corporate Secretary community 

and delivers multi-day programs for executives within the North American 

agriculture community.

Advocates for Education
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http://www.hrpa.ca/
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Trusted Expertise & Insights
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For over a decade, GGA professionals have been helping public funds transform themselves into well governed organizations that have 

improved their performance and successfully attract and retain highly skilled investment talent.

Specifically, GGA Partners, Brad Kelly and Peters Landers have presented numerous times on the importance of governance improvements 

at NCPERS conferences. 

• NCPERS 2020 Webinar: Why Blowing Up Your Board is NOT the Answer: Why Representative Boards are in Your Member’s Best

Interests; Brad Kelly and Peter Landers, June 30, 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Q3KDl5LiGY

• NCPERS 2019 Annual Conference: Performance Evaluations: Understanding Your Board’s

Effectiveness & Where Improvements Will Help, Brad Kelly and Peter Landers, May 2019:

https://www.ncpers.org/files/Conference%20Docs/Annual%20Conference/2019/PPTs/Peter%20Landers%20and%20Brad%20Kelly_Ba

llroom%20D.pdf

• NCPERS 2017 Public Safety Conference: Filling the Fund Gap: The Financial Benefits of Good Governance for Fire & Police Plans,

Brad Kelly and Peter Landers, October 2017

GGA consultants have also published a number of articles on this topic as well as interviewed with a number of media sources. Provided 

below are several examples: 

• NCPERS PERSist . Why Can’t Boards Innovate? Brad Kelly, Spring 2019 Volume 32:

https://www.ncpers.org/files/NCPERS%20PERSist_Spring_2019_Web_.pdf

• The National Association of Public Pension Attorneys (NAPPA) Report. New Governance Models Pay Off For Pensioners, Luis Navas

and Brad Kelly, May 2012:

• Pension & Investments, More pension funds ponder going in-house, Christine Williamson, June 2015:

http://www.pionline.com/article/20150629/PRINT/306299971/more-pension-funds-ponder-going-in-house

• The Pension and Benefits Monitor, Spiraling Deficits Drive Public Pension Fund Transformation Movement, Luis Navas and Brad Kelly,

August 2015

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Q3KDl5LiGY
https://www.ncpers.org/files/Conference%20Docs/Annual%20Conference/2019/PPTs/Peter%20Landers%20and%20Brad%20Kelly_Ballroom%20D.pdf
https://www.ncpers.org/files/NCPERS%20PERSist_Spring_2019_Web_.pdf
http://www.pionline.com/article/20150629/PRINT/306299971/more-pension-funds-ponder-going-in-house
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Trusted Expertise & Insights
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Pension Fund asset 

pooling has become an 

emerging trend along with 

bringing investment 

capabilities in-house 

Alternative fund management 

strategies have led to:

• Increased savings on management 

fees

• Stronger Returns

• Increased illiquid assets

Pension Fund Organization designs and 

improved governance practices enable 

funds mitigate risk and attract and 

retain great talent to achieve these 

goals.

Pension Fund Boards need to straddle oversight of the investment strategy while ensuring that they 

having great people to successfully implement the overall organizational strategy at both the Board 

and management level.

Pension Fund Boards rely on GGA to provide independent reviews and address the reasonableness of the 

governance structures and processes in place at their organizations.
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We understand that our recommendations can have a considerable effect 

on the dynamic between the Board, Senior Management and 

Stakeholders. 

Although GGA always remains accountable to the Board, we bring the 

added value of:

- working in close partnership with Senior Management,

- providing increased transparency, and 

- helping to foster management buy-in and cooperation at the front-end 

of the governance, compensation and performance review process.

GGA’s role as an independent advisor helps to build stakeholder 

confidence in the Boards that we work with. GGA delivers expert, 

innovative advice; allowing Boards to implement appropriate corporate 

governance structures and skillsets that are in the best interests of 

stakeholders. 

Building Stakeholder Confidence
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Client Experience

PENSION FUNDS 

AND ASSET 

MANAGERS
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A sample of the 

Pension Funds and 

Asset Managers we 

have worked with 

includes:
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Houston Firefighters

Retirement & Relief Fund



Client Experience

NOT-FOR-PROFIT 

ORGANIZATIONS
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A sample of our 

related Not-for-Profit 

experience includes: 
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Miami Toronto Calgary

+1.305.588.9513 +1.416.799.6640 +1.403.660.1798

ggainc.com

info@ggainc.com


